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For /\-,\, both (normal ba,e)-(norn1al base) inter
act,ons and ( norn1a I ba,e )-( inverted ba ,e) inter• 
actions ha,·e nearly the same energy. For T-T, the 
normal (ba::-e)-(ba..,e) interacti(1n is su.1all; however,

it is lol\cr than tbe interaction energy between a 
normal ba::-e and an inverted ba�e. 

In the ca,e of p11rine-pyrim1dine (or pyrimidine
purine) ,equences (norm.ii base)·( norn1al base) 
stacking is fa,ourcd. Hol\ever, depending ,,pon the 
sequence, either a right or a left ,tacking of bases 
is preferred. Thus, in a ,eqc,ence GpC, the stacking 
i.; right handed \\ here as in CpG the stacking is left 
handed. As a con,equcnce, sequences like CpG 
can invo!,e a right to left fold in  type I. Similarly, 
for ApT and TpA respectively, right and left stack
ing of ba�es can occ:t1r ; however, the energy 

difference is small. 

REPRESENTATIVE 1[0DELS OF TYPES I AND JI

A representative model for type I with two 
different vie'w's is shown in Fig. 3. Here, we have

used the g,,r conformation about the C4-C,' bond
for the right handed segment of the chainH and gt 
conformation for the left handed segment of the 
chain. The gt conforn1ation has already been 
observed in a cr)·stal structure7

. It may be worth
while to me11lion that the g_!/ conformation for the 
left handed segment is also possible for this model. 
As regards the two types o[ folds, one involves a 
change from gg to gt conformation about tha 
C4-Cl' bond as has been used in the kinky helix8.
The other involves a change from .�g to tg conforma
tion. Again, the tg conformation has also been 
observed in a crystal structureo. For the right 
handed segment, the C.,' endo conformation for the 

• 

sugar has been ,,,ed. For the left handed segn1ent 
the C3' endo sugar has been used. 

A model for type II with two different views is 
shown in Fig. 4. The conforn1ation employed abo,,t 
the C/-C

l
' is .�g for both the right and the left 

handed segments. The s,1gar puckering employed 
ls c; enco in the right handed segment and �

2
'

endo -C
1

' exo for the left segment. Here one fold 
is achieved by employing g+g+ conformation about 
the P-0 bond,. This conformation has been 
observed in two crystal strt1ctures10 11. The other 
fold is achieved by slight modifications of the con
formations about the various single bonds that are 
employed for the right handed segment. One view 
of bo'.h the types resembles the typical Watson
Crick model. However, the other view, taken at 
90' from the first one, reveal, marked differences 
and clearly shows the lateral separation of the two 
chains without intertwining. 

Other types of puckering could be 
both these models. Also, the ,n 

employed 
puckering 
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of the sugars at the folds could be different. In 
L,oth the n1odcls we have maintained the radius of 
the pho,phorus atom to be very nearly 9 A. Tllis 
could also be varied if necessary, and the width of 
tl1e two segments could also differ. 

The Fo11rier tran,form of these models has not 
been computed, as the mathematics of the same has 
to be worked out. However, the Fourier transforms 
of the corresponding left handed and right handed 
helices are similar. It is clear that these types of 
struct11res could be built with folds at other levels 
and not necessarily after every five base pairs. These 
types -0f arrangements have more degrees of free· 
dom and hence flexible. As the models presented 
here are tentative, we do not wish to discuss their 
geometrical properties. Full details of the two 
structures will be published elsewhere. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The purpose of the present paper is to show that 
do,,ble-stranded polynucleotide chains having base 
orientation as in B DNA can be constructed in two 
typical ways without tangling. The two types of 
al rangement-; appear to bend more readily than the 

conventional double helix. The preliminary model 
b,1ilding indicates that a minimum -0f three base 
pairs are necessary between any two folds. In a 
nucleic acid chain, where we have a sequence of 

bases, we believe that both the types could be present 
in a single molecule. Io s11ch a case DNA need not 
be a double helix throughout and such a structure 
has a number of attractive features and these will 
be dealt with elsewhere. 

Nole : A paper "A p'.lss'ble conformation for 
double-stranded polynucleotidcs" has just appeared 
in the Pro,eed111!{s of t/1e Nat'?11al Acade1r,y of 
Scie11ces, USA, Vol. 73, No 9, I 976, pp. 2959-
2963) which describes a model similar to the type I 
structure presented he,e. We thank Professors H. 
Sharat Chandra and 0. Siddiqi for drawing 011r 
attention to this report. 
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